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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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A nurse in protective gear looks after a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear looks after a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear takes a blood sample of a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear takes a blood sample of a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear takes a blood sample of a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear takes a blood sample of a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear takes a blood sample of a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear takes a blood sample of a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear looks after a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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A nurse in protective gear looks after a patient potentially infected by the novel coronavirus Covid-19 at the Turku University Hospital Tyks in Turku, Finland, on April 3, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / RONI LEHTI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo in Espoo, Finland on Wednesday, 1st April, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo in Espoo, Finland on Wednesday, 1st April, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo in Espoo, Finland on Wednesday, 1st April, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo in Espoo, Finland on Wednesday, 1st April, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus drive-in testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo Company in Espoo, Finland on April 1, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus drive-in testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo Company in Espoo, Finland on April 1, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus drive-in testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo Company in Espoo, Finland on April 1, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Test sample - Corona virus drive-in testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo Company in Espoo, Finland on April 1, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Test sample - Corona virus drive-in testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo Company in Espoo, Finland on April 1, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo in Espoo, Finland on April 1, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Workers wearing protective clothing against coronovirus at the Asema Apteekki pharmacy in Vantaa, Finland, on April, 1 2020. LEHTIKUVA / MARKKU ULANDER - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Corona virus testing at a private health care unit of Terveystalo in Espoo, Finland on Wednesday, 1st April, 2020. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police roadblock in Myrskyla, Finland on March 31, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police roadblock in Myrskyla, Finland on March 31, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of the empty entrance of the central railway station following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: An electronic sign on a train truck reads "Closed" at the central railway station following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A shop, with its shelves emptied, in one of the city fashion streets is seen following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: People queue in long lines to enter a pharmacy as they follow the social distancing rule due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A man wears a face mask as a preventive measure against the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of the empty Mannerheimintie street following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A tram is cordoned to keep distance between passengers and the driver following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of an empty central metro station following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A woman wears a face mask as a preventive measure against the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A screen with a message reading "Together We'll Make It Through" at the Plaza Narinkka following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of the nearly empty Kamppi Chapel following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: The statue of Arvo Kustaa Parkkila is dressed with a face mask in the centra area of Kamppi following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: Mannequins are dressed with face masks in a shopping centre following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: Narinkkatori square is seen nearly empty following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A shopping centre is nearly empty following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: An empty street in Kamppi area following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of an empty shopping centre following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: Helsinki Senate Square is seen empty with Helsinki Cathedral seen in the background following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: Helsinki Senate Square is seen empty with Helsinki Cathedral seen in the background following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: The statue of the Three Smiths, with each one wearing a face mask, a stuffed virus model and a banner reading "Stay Safe" are seen following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: The statue of the Three Smiths, with each one wearing a face mask, a stuffed virus model and a banner reading "Stay Strong" are seen following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of the empty Kansalaistori Square and the famous Helsinki Central Library Oodi following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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HELSINKI, FINLAND - MARCH 31: A view of the empty Kansalaistori Square and the Finnish Parliament following the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in Helsinki, Finland on March 31, 2020. Alessandro Rampazzo / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Salo, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police checks documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Traffic queue at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Traffic queue at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Traffic queue at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Traffic queue at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police checks documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. Lohja Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xJussixNukarix LKLAPJ20200330062649Z290
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Salo, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. Lohja Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xJussixNukarix LKLAPJ20200330073929E448
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. Lohja Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xJussixNukarix LKLAPJ20200330062625G275
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. Lohja Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xJussixNukarix LKLAPJ20200330062627Z278
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Traffic queue at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Traffic queue at a traffic control post in Hyvinkaa, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police checks documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. Lohja Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xJussixNukarix LKLAPJ20200330062850L360
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Salo, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police checks documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police checks documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police and soldiers check documents in the morning at a traffic control post in Lohja, Finland on March 30, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic in Finland. LEHTIKUVA / JUSSI NUKARI - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police controls the rail traffic at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police checks the travel documents from a foreign national at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police checks the travel documents from the passengers at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKLAPH20200329133246G115
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKKTH20200329150840FUKE
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKKTH20200329150821FQNJ
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKLAPH20200329125512K065
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKLAPH20200329124051S017
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKKTH20200329150814ZLAB
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKKTH20200329150746LSQW
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKLAPH20200329125609T075
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Pyhtaa Finland PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxSUIxAUTxFRAxKORxJPNxSWExNORxFINxDENxNED Copyright: xHeikkixSaukkomaax LKLAPH20200329133428K135
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Finnish police controls the rail traffic at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police controls the rail traffic at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police controls the rail traffic at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police checks the travel documents from the passengers at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police controls the rail traffic at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish police checks the travel documents from the passengers at the Tampere railway station on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. Tampere is situated 170 kms north of the capital Helsinki in Uusimaa. LEHTIKUVA / KALLE PARKKINEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Finnish policemen and army conscripts stop the traffic and check drivers' travel documents at police checkpoint in Pyhtaa, South-Eastern Finland on Sunday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police check point in Mantsala, at the northern border of the Uusimaa (Nyland) region in Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police check point in Mantsala, at the northern border of the Uusimaa (Nyland) region in Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police check point in Mantsala, at the northern border of the Uusimaa (Nyland) region in Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police check point in Mantsala, at the northern border of the Uusimaa (Nyland) region in Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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Police at a traffic control post near the boundary between Uusimaa region and Kanta-Hame region in Hyvinkaa Sahamaki in Southern Finland on March 28, 2020. The Finnish Government has decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police check point in Mantsala, at the northern border of the Uusimaa (Nyland) region in Finland on Saturday, 28th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / HEIKKI SAUKKOMAA - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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The police and Finnish army conscripts at a quiet checkpoint between Uusimaa (Nyland) and Varsinais-Suomi on motorway nr 1 in Lohja, Finland on Saturday, 29th March, 2020. The Finnish Government decided to restrict traffic between the Region of Uusimaa and other regions to prevent coronavirus infections and to slow the spread of the epidemic from Uusimaa to other parts of Finland. The restrictions will be in force until 19 April 2020. LEHTIKUVA / VESA MOILANEN - FINLAND OUT. NO THIRD PARTY SALES.
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